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Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) system
Radiative heat transfer
Why TPV cavity is needed?
Why narrowband filter is needed?
Shokley-Queisser limit for PV diodes used in TPV generators
Most popular designs of TPV generators
Why a narrow-band filter should be replaced by a narrow-band emitter?
Solar TPV generators – basic concept and advanced design
Narrowband emitter performed as resonant absorbing metasurface
Resonant thermal emission from such a metasurface
Near-field TPV generators – are they possible and practical?

Wh at are TPV s y s t e m s
Home power supply from domestic gas furnaces – since 1950s
Gas-furnace based power supplies on recreational vehicles – since 1970s
Large-scale recovery of high-temperature waste heat (glass, iron, steel furnaces,
electric heat stations, waste-combusting plants) – not commercialized
Solar TPV stations – not commercialized
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Thermal radiation – main laws
“Lambertian radiation (cosq)”

q
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Black body surface (n = refractive index of the ambient):

D2Prad/Ds/Dl=
Planck’s law

D2Prad/Ds/Dn=

StefanBoltzmann’s
law

Wien

Real body surface:

ireall=ibl e(l)=ibl A(l)

e-emissivity=
A-absorptivity

Kirchhoff’s law

Radiative heat transfer in far-field TPVS
What is reflected is not lost. Therefore we may shrink the
frequency band of radiation imping the PV cell - Loss 2 reduces

TPV Cavity
[w<wg,

w>wg+Dw]

U – ultimate efficiency of an ideal PV diode with optimal PV layer
of a given material and given operation band (Shokley and Queisser)

Numbers showing the cavity role and the
filter role
PV diode
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Efficient PV operation
(UShokely-Queisser=75-80%)
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To be reflected

V=JRL=(Isc-Jdiode) RL
TPVcell=200oC - V=0
TPVcel>200oC – Peltier regime

hPeltier<3%, hTPV>10%
Cavity is necessary for PV
operation
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Inefficient PV operation Harmful part of the spectrum
(to be reflected)
(UShokely-Queisser=30%)

High-pass filter is necessary for TPV generators
Band-pass filter offers more that twofold gain
(compared to the high-pass filter)

An example of a TPV generator in a
stalk
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Ideal bandwidth for TPV generators
eUT
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Ideal BW: Dw=2UT/ħ, where UT=kT/e

Loss 2 : 2kT/ħwg =12% at 83 THz (wg of InAs)
Infrared light with ideal BW is the target!

Ev

Dielectric band-pass filter cannot offer
a so narrow band for RHT because their
passband depends on the incidence angle

Metal-dielectric filters are too lossy – the gain in Loss 2 is killed by dissipation in the metal.

Small angles q are more important
Emitter

PV cell

Unit area

Dielectric filter offers Dw
for small angles only

Sources of losses:
High Loss 2 because for large q transmission beyond Dw arises;
Dissipation loss in semiconductor nanolayers.
The best design: Loss 2=25% + dissipation loss of the same order.
Only 50% for ultimate PV efficiency (about 30% for ultimate TPV efficiency)
To approach an ideal bandwidth and to get rid of dissipation
in the filter we may replace it by a narrow-band emitter!!!!!!!!

TPV solar station, basic concept
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Solar TPV station, advanced design
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MS produces the narrow-band thermal radiation due to the resonant
emissivity e(w)=A(w)

Narrowband emissivity/absorptivity due
to the metasurface resonance
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Effective capacitance C of the grid resonates with the effective inductance L
of the metal-backed dielectric spacer d

Effective inductance of a metal-backed
dielectric spacer
TE-wave
k0
q

Our case - tanbd≈bd

= jwL
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TM-wave

For both polarizations Zd is inductive
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d<1/b

Our case - tanbd≈bd

How C of the grid resonates with L of the spacer
+

Homogenized grid (Zg)
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The same as Zd
Parallel resonance!

At the resonance Zs+ is a high real value (high absorptivity/emissivity)

Emissivity and emission of such MS
Original MS with
200 nm-wide
patches of W
Ncells

Result for the emitter:
Emissivity=absorptivity
Emission=emissivity*Planck function
Ultimate PV efficiency of an advanced solar
TPV station - about 80%.
Ultimate TPV efficiency - about 40%.
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Super-Planckian Radiative Heat Transfer

This TPVS cannot be a generator
Only thermal sensing

These TPVSs can generate
However, thermal deformations
make their life very short

Main conclusions
• TPVSs are promising electric generators when their filters are
replaced by nanostructured metasurface emitters
• Nanostructured metasurfaces allow the resonant emissivity to
be combined with almost full absorption of sunlight that
makes solar TPV stations promising
• Near-field TPVSs allow super-Planckian RHT but are hardly
suitable for generating electricity

